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“...those who follow the PSM path will likely find employers -- whose workforce needs...

“...are evolving -- eagerly awaiting them, our study found.”

Rita Colwell
“In these jobs for which they are so well qualified, PSM graduates will benefit both individual employers...

...and our nation's ability to compete in the global marketplace.”

Rita Colwell
Biology + Biotech + Bioinformatics

sciencemasters.com
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Fall 2009

- Ag Production
- Bioenergy
- Food Science and Human Nutrition

Fall 2010

- Technical Systems Management – Agricultural + Biological Engineering (pending final approval)
- Possible program in life sciences
Illinois PSM

Four Parts

1. Science core
2. Business
3. Seminar series
4. Internship

Key Features

1. Non-thesis
2. 16-months
3. Professional
4. Cross-disciplinary
School of Molecular and Cellular Biology workshop series: The Illinois Professional Science Master’s Program. 04/02/09, 5:00pm, 217 Noyes
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